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(Draft)2 

 

Introduction: New media architecture… 

The stabilization measures implemented on 24 January 1980 and the subsequent military coup 
d’etat which took place on 12th September are the distinguishing historical moments which 
initiated the neoliberal direction of the Turkish media industry.  

During that period, the structure of the traditional Turkish press which had begun to be 
industrialized in the 1950s, has undergone a drastic transformation in terms of ownership and 
control; while new actors entered the market. Unlike the traditional ones, the new owners 
turned out to be representatives of the commercial and industrial bourgeoisie and in the 1990s, 
they have been involved in horizontal, vertical (and super-cross) integrations in every branch 
of media, the most important of which being broadcasting. 

I use the ‘new media architecture’ as a concept related to the new role attributed to the media 
in this neoliberalisation process. The concept implies that in a context shaped by a new 
coalition between state and capital, the dominant media turns out to be a component of the big 
capital groups and is organized in the form of holdings.  

The important aspects of this transformation could be summarized as below; 

1. the media is no longer considered mainly as a public service organisation, rather it is 
being considered only as a market player 

2. the market of communication is more discriminatory for entry to small business 
groups and more favourable to big business and the sector have becomed more 
competitive 

3. the infringing upon and/or elimination of workers rights including rights to unionize in 
the media sector 

4. the use of sensational news and misinformation in the content of the media 

5. the actors of the new media architecture have created a very suitable social 
environment for the flourisihing of the depoliticisation strategies brought about by the 
new hegemony project of 12th September regime 

6. the top managers who are in a symbiotic relationship with media owners are the 
crucial actors of in this new architecture 

7. the columnists who were increasing in huge number, undertook an important mission 
in the ideological transformation of Turkish society, cooperation with the top 
managers, in the orbit of neoliberalism 

                                                           
1 Dr., Ankara University Radio Television and Film Department. 
2 This paper is only a draft prepared for “Media Change and Social Theory”, a conference hosted by Centre for 
Research on Socio-Cultural Change (CRESC) [8 September 2006 St Hughs College The University of Oxford 
UK] 
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8. the old structure characterized by an antagonistic relationship between the editorial 
and administrative processes has been replaced by a new one which is dominated by 
those media professionals who pretend to be “synergy engineers” 

My aim is making a critical inquiry into the changing management, relative with employment 
patterns in the Turkish media industry since 1980s. I argue that the media managers, which is 
considered as the most significant producer of cultural commodities today, are very important 
architects of this new process. To achieve that objective, my study have a comparative 
outlook to the “traditional” and “new” management patterns and will attempt at deciphering 
the peculiar editorial, administrative and financial roles of the media managers assumed in the 
formation of the economic, political and cultural milieu that Turkish society has entered in the 
1980’s.  

In this context, my basic question is,  

1) how are the media management patterns have been transformed in the new media 
architecture on a basis of the media workers, media text and media firms  

This question directly links to a second one:  

2) What is the distinctive character of media managers’s ‘new’ relationship with the 
business world, and owners, in contrast to the traditional relationship patterns? 

My talk will have two basic parts. In first part, I will set out the general consequences of 
neoliberal economic policies on the traditional media in Turkey. In second part, I’ll evaluate 
the new management patterns which emerged through new media architecture and I’ll try to 
analyse how the Turkish media managers control the “labour, text and cost/profit” in the 
production process. 

 

Transformation of Turkish media since 1980s: A brief history 

The Turkish press sector integrated with different media and industry branches in the 1980s, 
leading to drastic shifts in relations of ownership and control. The current situation of the 
Turkish media sector reflects an inter-capital competition in which a small number of media 
groups are involved in a permanent struggle for domination. Although the Dogan Media 
Group seems like a dominant group in the sector, there is no position of absolute superiority 
or permanence. This is still an oligopolistic market in general. 

Since the 1980s, in parallel to the new strategic choices of Turkish capitalism, the press sector 
has entered into a phase of structural transformation through integration with different media 
such as radio, television and the internet, as well as with non-press sectors. One of the 
prominent consequences of this transformation is that small scale firms have either exited the 
press sector or have merged with the big capitalist conglomerates. Hence there has been a 
considerable alteration of the patterns of control.  

The dominant media groups have taken advantage of the economies of scale provided by the 
newly acquired high capacity printing machines as they launched several new publications 
deepening their strategy of product differentiation, i.e., different newspapers and magazines 
for different target audiences. In this scene of dense and mass production of economies of 
scale, the low level employees were alienated to their labour.  
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Today, a few media groups that operate in horizontal, vertical, cross and super cross 
integration share the whole market and the media output is produced in accordance with the 
interests of those companies with which the sector is affiliated.  

By the way, I want to emphasis a peculiar situation on the Turkish media environment. 
Besides the horizontal, vertical and cross integration, in under developed and/or dependent-
capitalist countries such as Turkey, another form of integration is characteristic. This form of 
integration which involves investments in other industries besides the media sectors can be 
referred to as the ‘super cross’ integration. This occurs when capital groups, that have 
accumulated their capital in other industries, invest into the media with various motives, e.g., 
to create a formidable channel for their own assets’ advertising and promotion, to lobby the 
group’s short and long term interests against the governments, to form a positive public 
image, etc. The story of the transformation of Turkish media is typical of this form of 
integration. 

It was with the 24th January measures of 1980, one of the most important structural 
adjustment programmes in Turkey that the international financial institutions such as the IMF 
and the World Bank were introduced. These measures resulted with the withdrawal of the 
state from traditional areas of intervention, especially from the market, and correspondingly 
led to the privatisation of the service sectors, for example telecommunications, whose 
infrastructural investments had already been made and improved by the state.3 

It was within this context that the financial investments in Turkey, especially bank ownership, 
became an easy means to enrichment, thanks to the underwriting of the risk by the state. The 
banking sector has met the credit requirements of different business groups, including the 
ones operating in media and contributed to their consolidation. 

Table 1 is made up of data collected from the information on banks and financial institutions 
which are affiliated with the media. Altough this table radically changed in the beginning of 
2000s, it merely provides a schematic account of the integration of finance and media sectors 
while they have been coming into the scene and their initial growth. 

 

Table 1: The Banks and other finance groups which is related with media sector 

Name Group Related media Changes in ownership 

Adabank UZAN Star TV, Star (Newspaper), 

Telsim 

Transferred to public control 

Asya Finans FETHULLAH GÜLEN Zaman, STV, Burç FM Turned to a bank statute from 

private finance house 

Bank Express KORKMAZ YIĞIT Milliyet, Yeni Yüzyil, Ates, 

Kanal6, KanalE, Genç TV 

Transferred to public control 

Bank Kapital CEYLAN CTV Transferred to public control 

Bayindirbank BAYINDIR BRT Transferred to public control 

Disbank DOĞAN Hürriyet, Kanal D, CNNTürk, 

Radyo D, DBR 

Sold to Fortis (Dutch-Belgium 

collaboration) 

Etibank SABAH Sabah, ATV, Aktüel Transferred to public control 

                                                           
3 Since the study focuses on the ‘media industry’, other fields of communication which are closely related to it 
such as the telecoms has not been dealt with. Yet in order to understand the neoliberal policies it is important to 
consider the communication sector as a whole. The telecoms sector in Turkey, with all its infrastructure  
investments, has been one of the key sectors in the privatization programme launched of the governments. 
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Garanti Bankasi DOĞUS NTV acquisition of 25 % to General 

Electric 

Interbank NERGIS Olay TV Transferred to public control 

Ihlas Finans IHLAS TGRT, Türkiye Rescued by the AKP 

Government 

Iktisat Bankasi AVRUPA VE AMERIKA H. Cine 5 Transferred to public control 

Imar Bankasi UZAN Star TV, Star Gazetesi, Telsim Transferred to public control 

Körfezbank DOĞUS NTV Merged with Garanti Bank 

MNG Bank MNG TV 8 -- 

Osmanli Bankasi DOĞUS NTV Merged with Garanti Bank 

Pamukbank ÇUKUROVA Aksam, Show TV, Turkcell, 

Digiturk 

Transferred to public control 

Türkbank KORKMAZ YIĞIT Milliyet, Yeni Yüzyil, Ates, Kanal 

6, Kanal E, Genç TV 

Transferred to public control 

Yapi ve Kredi 

Bankasi 

CUKUROVA Aksam, Show TV, Turkcell, 

Digiturk 

Transferred to public control, 

then sold to Koc Holding 

 

Turkish new right project and Ozal-press relation in the “beginning” 

In Turkey, the main architect of the neoliberalism and the ‘new right project`, the counterpart 
of Reaganism in the US and Thatcherism in Britain, is Turgut Ozal. That is to say, Ozalism is 
a local version of Thatcherism (and Reaganism in USA). Ozal was the Deputy Prime Minister 
during the military government and served as the Prime Minister between 1983 and 1989 and 
as the President from 1989 to 1993.  

In the 1980s, the relationship between the press and Ozal, who won the majority of the votes 
(45.1 %) in the general elections of November 1983, was strained. This tension was especially 
exacerbated by the increase in the price of paper, the basic input of the journalism sector. The 
highest price increase and the elimination of subsidies for paper dates back to 25 January 
1980 and was one of the most contentious issues between Ozal and the newspaper owners as 
it played an important role in the deterioration of the financial structure of the press in the 
1980s. Between 24 January 1980 and 1988 paper increased in price by 7.890 %... 

 

12 September and restrictions on content 

During the three years following the 12 September 1980 coup d’etat and during the ANAP 
governments (1983-1991) the press had to face not only economic sanctions such as increases 
in the paper price but it was also hitherto possessed with restrictions put on its traditional 
public functions. Policies geared to restrict freedom of opinion set the rules of the game for 
the press not only during the military government but also during the Ozal period, which 
brought in the rhetoric on the ‘new right’ to the agenda.  

Ozal’s slogan was ‘first the economy then the democracy’. In this respect, Ozal appeared to 
have implicitly demarcated spheres of influence with the army after the 12 September coup 
d’etat. He had the belief that regulate the economy and the military would consequently 
guarantee ‘law and order`. The restoration of law and order required the severe disciplining of 
the press. 
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During the Ozal period, many newspaper owners and managers and columnists played a 
pivotal role in the publicity of his projects and assisted the transformation of him into a 
contemporary icon.4 

 

Hidden privatization of broadcasting 

The initiatives of the press sector and other capital groups in broadcasting came into the 
agenda in the 1980s. Private broadcasting started with the trial broadcasts of Star 1 in March 
1990 by the company Magic Box-MBI Movie and Advertisement AS, affiliated with the 
Rumeli Holding owned by Uzan family. The involvement of Ahmet Ozal, the son of the 
President Turgut Ozal in this initiative was revealed nine months after the launch of trial 
broadcasts. The process of the private broadcasting as started with Star 1 accelerated with the 
entry of the other big capital groups in the press sector. Almost all the organisations that have 
a given market share in today’s TV landscape started broadcasting before 1994.  

 

Dominant media groups 

The structure of ownership and control, dominated by five big capital groups (Dogan, Bilgin, 
Aksoy, Ihlas, Uzan) which became private monopolies in the beginning of 1990s, radically 
changed with the ambitious entry of the new comers, namely Dogus (Sahenk Family), 
Cukurova (Karamehmet Family) and Park (owned by Turgay Ciner). This composition 
changed radically in 2000s, through especially clamorous bankruptcies of the media holding’s 
banks.  Table 2 is a compilation of the recent information on the big actors of the oligopolistic 
media industry, with the best known brand names and units. 

 

Table 2: Major cross-media groups in Turkey (2005) 
 Dogan (Owner: Aydin Dogan) Merkez 

(Owner: Turgay Ciner) 
Çukurova 
(Owner: Mehmet Emin 
Karamehmet) 

National 
terrestrial 
television5 

Kanal D, CNN-Türk6, Star7 ATV Show TV 

Cable/ 
Satellite8 

Dream, FunTV, Galaxy Kanal1 SkyTurk, DigiTurk digital 
package9 

Radio10 Hür FM, Radyo CNN-Türk, 
Radyo D 

Radio City Alem FM 

Newspaper Hürriyet, Milliyet, 
Posta, Radikal, 
Referans, Gözcü, Turkish Daily 
News, Fanatik 

Sabah, Yeni Asir, 
Takvim, Pasfotomaç, 
Cumhuriyet (Partial) 

Aksam, Günes, 
Tercüman 

Publishing Online publishing, 
magazine publishing, 

Online publishing, 
magazine publishing, 

Online publishing, 
magazine publishing, 

                                                           
4 Iconisation is one of the typical features of the new period. The image of the capitalist as the exploiter class in 
the pre-1980 period when there was a strong working class opposition ceded its place to a positive boss profile 
appreciated for creating employment. Sakip Sabanci is one of the typical examples of those icons. 
5 All national terrestrial channels are also available on cable and satellite. 
6 CNN-Turk is a news channel available nationwide. CNN-Turk is a joint venture with Time Warner, USA. 
7 Star TV, a company of Uzan Group whose ownership was transferred to TMSF with the acquiring of the Imar 
Bankasi, was bought by Dogan Group for a price of 306.5. million dollars in the bid of 25 September 2005. 
8 All national cable channels are available on satellite as well. 
9 Digiturk is 66 per cent owned by Fintur, the Netherlands. Fintur, on the other hand, is 58.55 per cent owned by 
TeliaSonera and 41.45 per cent owned by Turkcell, another Çukurova company. However, TeliaSonera owns 
37.09 per cent of Turkcell itself. 
10 Local radio assets of the groups are not listed. 
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book publishing, 
print distribution, 
music publishing, 
music and books retail, printing 

book publishing, 
print distribution, 
printing 

book publishing, 
printing 

Other media Production, DHA News Agency, 
media marketing 

Production, 
Merkez News Agency, media 
marketing 

Eksen facility provider, media 
marketing 

ICT ISP, telecoms, cable operator  GSM operator Turkcell, 
telecoms, ISP, cable operator 

Non-media Energy, automotive, 
health, trade, 
manufacturing  

Energy, 
construction, 
hospitality 
 

Trade, automotive, 
steel, manufacturing, hospitality, 
maritime and air freight 

Source: rearranged and reformulated by the author from Capli and Tuncel, 2005 

 

Changing Control Patterns in Turkish Media Sector 

In this general transformation process, management patterns and employment structure 
radically changed also in Turkish media sector which is component of the new hegemony 
project. Now, I will attempt to give a description of this transformation’s general trends, 
firstly in a global scale, secondly in Turkish experience level. 

Controlling the media in the global scale: Old and new 

Since 1980s both of the employment structure and control patterns in global media sector 
have changed in a great scale. In these circumstances, “the control” which was realizing 
mainly by the managers, came into as a strategic agenda for the media sector in general. The 
control patterns have changed because of the changing production process especially subject 
to the neoliberal politics which is effecting all forms of social life. What is being the new? 

1) As it is known, there are two control units in media sector: operational and 
allocational. The former is the editorial control about the media output or media 
content. The latter is especially about the macro decisions like mergers, acquisitions, 
investment, etc. In the new media architecture this distinction is becoming 
insignificant. Traditionally the persons controlling the content production and the 
persons controlling the “capital” were distinct. But these two positions are converging 
as “professional managers” who control both aspects and who work in connection 
with the owners. 

2) These professional managers started to realise their control over the content and 
capital by controlling three main areas: 

• media workers/professionals (liquidation of trade union, instead of staff job, 
sub contractors or outsourcing, etc) 

• production, distribution, advertising (news has been becoming “content”, 
defend of the owners interest in content production, etc) 

• capital/cost (relation with governments for the corporation’s interest, etc) 

3) Employment in the global media industry was, until the early 1980s,  

• available relatively in a small and limited number of firm or groups 

• staffed by full-time employees 

• influenced by trade union power which have a great number of membership (see 
Patterson, 1997) 
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These patterns have radically changed since 1980s as below: 

• Since 1980s, there has been a real rise in the media firms which were working on 
every subsector of the main sector, 

• They refrained from the full-time employees, in favor of freelances.  

• The trade unions in media sectors have been liquidated by the labour laws and by 
other “neoliberal” instruments, union membership was dramatically decreased.  

4) “[S]ynergy and related strategies have become major building blocks of the global 
mass media system, used to optimize their presence across many media channels as 
possible, and to organize cross-media activities across national borders.” 
(Turow1992)11 

5) In the new media architecture the managers has been becoming much more a partner 
with the owners. This new alliance is reflecting a new “collective capitalist class” 
position which is composed of the managers and the owner in media sector. 

6) In the new phase, media production is highly subjected to the time restriction 
connected with the new technologies and working hours were highly increased in the 
media sector. 

 

Controlling the Turkish media: Old and new 

In this global landscape, the control patterns in Turkish media sector which is the close 
follower of the global media sector in every steps and every level, have changed radically too.  

Although industrialisation in the Turkish media started in the 1950s, it was structured around 
an artisan-like editorial process until the 1980s when it has started undergoing a 
transformation to become more factory-like. 

Although there are no essential differences between old and new capitalist figures in the base 
of historical capitalist production —namely the historical class positions—12 before the new 
phase, journalism and bussiness functions of the big media firms which were owned by Sedat 
Simavi (Hurriyet Newspaper) and Ali Naci Karacan (Milliyet Newspaper).  

So, the distance between journalism and bussiness functions shrunk since 1980s. In the past, 
an editor which was working on the owners interest or working on advertisement or 
marketing activities was blamed by their colleagues, but in the new order this is seen as 
normal13…  

                                                           
11 As a magic word the “synergy” have been an important issue to realise for the new type of media manager. In 
fact, as a guru of capitalism, The Economist (21 May 1998) reinforce this professional ideology:  

“The new media model works best if different divisions co-operate. Disney has "synergy 
managers" whose job it is to work out how their division can add value to others, and others to 
theirs. (…) As media ownership is concentrated in fewer hands so the business becomes harder to 
break into. The main obstacle is not so much the cost of creating content but of putting together the 
distribution. What's more, the media giants rely not only on their own resources, but also on 
promotional deals--such as Disney's links with McDonald's and Mattel. Only firms big enough to 
boost their own products qualify for such alliances.” 

12 But it should be noted that the old newspaper owners had known the basic journalism rules in general and 
some of them had actively joined to the everyday practices. For example, —like his father Sedat Simavi— 
Haldun Simavi who launched Gunaydin Newspaper in 1968 have actively joined to the everyday practices of the 
newspaper until he have given up journalism in the beggining of 1980s. 
13 Of course, there are also several objection or criticism to these activities, especially by the opposition media or 
the old journalist/editors but they could not be determiner. 
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Media is a market player conducting by the “synergy managers” 

In this new phase, media is no longer considered mainly as a public service organisation, 
rather it is being considered only as a market player. As you know, in public service presence 
of broadcaster like BBC and TRT in Turkey is seen by gurus of neoliberalism —most of them 
are famous columnists— as “unfair competition” in the increasingly fragmented, diverse and 
prolific broadcasting market. Now, this is a totally market-oriented sector. In such a sector, 
management was increasingly a very important issue. Additionally, managers should be 
transformed to the market managers and it happened... 

The convergence of the media with some technological innovations that neoliberalizers was 
using them for profit maximization, all segments of the traditional media have been integrated 
and this developments have been resulted that the destruction of the public interest, public 
service, objectivity, etc.  

Finally, the new organisation structure with its integrated management sections of 
marketing/advertising and purely editorial segments of journalism becomed the main 
charasteristic of media sector in the new phase14. The press as a traditional medium have 
functioned as a main actor in the transformation of the Turkish media15.  

Since the beginning, the new media architects have employed in the press sector. In the course 
of time, these architects have formed the new organisation and division of labour structure. 
The production scale have enlarged, division of labour and professionalism have deepened 
and ethical codes of the traditional public service tasks are overlooked. 

As for broadcasting, in the beginning, the newcomers picked up the capable staff to manage 
the new holding structure, mainly from TRT and newspapers. This management staff have 
been accustemed to their new missions/positions. Very high wages, luxurious offices and 
changing lifestyle dazzled these managers as well.  

 

Synergy as a magic word: Turkish media manager as a businessman  

In the traditional press organisation, editorial and administration/management sections of the 
institutions were categorically separated. The editors who were responsible for the news or 
other content and the ones responsible for financial operations have been frosty, morover they 
were contentious. But since early 1980s this positions were radically changed and these two 
separate unit become integrated. Firstly in press and consequently in broadcasting and other 
sub sectors, managers were happy to work with each other under the name of “synergy.” 

Since 1980s, as a part of Turkish bourgeoisie, Turkish press sector have started to employ 
more “business minded” managers, instead of the traditional managers who were 

                                                           
14 For a similar structure, have emerged in British media in 1990s. As Jeremy Tunstall (1997) analyse one of the 
new media manager type as “entrepreneurial editors.”: Tunstall uses this term as “to reflect the increased 
business involvement of the editor; the editor today is expected to lead, to innovate, to do new things, to take 
creative risks” But the difference between British and Turkish typology is the latter’s more powerful cooperation 
with the owners and business whose have more duties about the “business” than the former. 
15 This reality is connected with the spesific historical development of the Turkish press: 

• Although the sales were not very much, the press was the oldest and most popular –or massive- medium in 
Turkey.  

• Journalists, as well-educated elites, are a spesific social strata for the sector that was need to produce the 
necessary information and ideology.  

• When journalists were appointed to a high level management position, they could use their ability to relate 
with lower employers which was their friends. That is, they are a ready staff gadget for the newcomers of the 
sector (especially from trade and manufacturing sectors) 
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predominantly upholding the quality of media outputs. These business minded managers who 
adopt the western type of management and organisation models which were including the 
“search meetings”, special management training programs, etc.  

As updating strategic planning for future, the media groups aims mainly to put into a 
synergetic orbit all of the different/separated sections of the holding company. In this 
operations, the managers (either the creator staff, or marketing, advertising and production) 
are making a real connection also between the non-media units. Additionally this special 
meetings brings to the company a prestige by being presented to the audience as very 
important activities. This is a “free” advertising of the company16. 

The synergy managers as the Economist define, have increased in Turkish media sector since 
1980s. Now, a good media manager in Turkish media is a good businessman who has tight 
relations with the owners, government or bureaucratic elites and the other businessman in 
addition to have capaticy for the editorial works. Naturally this editorial works too, serve the 
holding’s ends in general. For example, when the efficient Turkish newspapers advocate the 
proposal empowering the government to allow US troops to be stationed in Turkey and 
sending Turkish troops to northern Iraq which was discuss in 1st March 2003 in Turkish 
Parliament , they knew very well this proposal’s adoption would create a great possibilities 
for their media holdings’s interest. 

In the new media architecture, journalism was being performed by large amounts of young 
employees which does not need diverse knowledge, where experties in only their area of 
interest is sufficient, while in traditional architecture, it is being performed by a small staff 
who are versatile, capable to understand all steps of the production and members of trade 
union..   

So-called “good governance” principles which is based on the professionalisation and 
specialization are the main guides of Turkish media manager —as well as of all managers in 
the other sectors— which are adopting the globalisation, namely neoliberalism as an 
irresistible process. Before 1980s the media managers, say a newspaper editor feel himself 
responsible only with the news, or “content”17, but today they are responsible for all spheres 
of the media “bussiness”. Today almost the most important thing for a media manager is 
profit maximization and they don’t feel ashamed for having such a misson. For example, a top 
level editor of a newspaper was proud to say that he is “a person which is one of the best 
analysers of balance sheet among the Turkish media managers.” (see Adakli, 2006a: 293). 

To provide a clarification to the general management structure of Turkish media groups, I 
want to show you a basic scheme of  Dogan Yayin Holding, the leader media group of 
Turkey: 

 

                                                           
16 For example, the biggest media group of Turkey, Dogan Media Group have started to organize regular 
conferences on new media strategies since 2004 in the international level. First meeting’s theme was “Seeing the 
Future”, the second theme was “Make Difference”, and the last one was”Talking about the Trends”. A 
newspaper affiliated by this group mentioned as “Davos of the media” about this conferences (Milliyet, 17 
January 2006) 
17 As Ken Auletta (1998) said that, in the new phase, news or another spesific content type all replaced by 
general term of “content”. “Reporters and professional observers complain that the corporate management has 
classified their product as “content”, a category that suits any story, image, or other form of intellectual property, 
rather than journalism.” Auletta says, “Here, journalism is content.” 
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Table 3: Dogan Yayin Holding’s Organisation Chart (2005) 

 
MEHMET ALI YALCINDAG 

 
Vice Chairperson, President of the Executive Committee & CEO 

 
ERTUGRUL 

OZKOK 
 

Vice 
President  

of the 
Executive 
Committee  

 
 

(Editorial) 

SONER 
GEDIK 

 
Vice 

President  
of the 

Executive 
Committee 

& CFO  
 

(Financial)18 

HANZADE 
DOGAN 

 
Vice 

President 
of the 

Executive 
Committee  

 
(Strategic 

Planning)19 

BEGUMHAN 
DOGAN 

FARALYALI 
Vice 

President  
of the 

Executive 
Committee  

 
(Foreign 

Investments) 

YALCIN 
BALCI 

 
Vice 

President  
of the 

Executive 
Committee  

 
 

(Operations) 

ALTAN 
EDIS 

 
Member  

of the 
Executive 
Committee  

 
 

(Human 
Resources) 

MUSTAFA 
GOZALAN 

 
Member  

 
 
 
 
 
 

(Independence) 

NURI MEHMET 
COLAKOGLU 

 
Member  

 
 
 
 
 
 

(Broadcasting)20 

Source: http://www.dmg.com.tr/tr/images/dyhorgsema.jpg 

 

This scheme shows, the biggest Turkish media group is a family company. The CEO is a son-
in-law of the owner; two members are doughters of Aydin Dogan, the owner. Otherwise, there 
are only two media professionals in the scheme, Editorial Deputy and Member for Visual 
Media. 

 

Rising pay gap between the managers and the others 

One of the key factors of this change is media managers are employed with extremely high 
wages, getting high transfer fees (gold hello) when they switch their job, are increasingly 
getting to committed to the bussines principles. This manager’s wages and other revenues are 
almost a top secret information. But sometimes this revenues are coming to the media agenda 
with various causes, especially by the opposite groups. Table 3 shows one of this speculation 
which has never been denied by the relevant managers: 

 

Table 4: Some Media Managers’s wages (1998) 
Name Company Wage per month ($) 

Güneri Cıvaoğlu Milliyet, Kanal D 50.000 
Fatih Çekirge Uzan Group 40.000 
Ali Kırca ATV 40.000 
Mehmet Ali Birand EKO tv  30.000 
Gülgûn Feyman İnterstar 30.000 
Aydın Özdalga Kanal E 30.000 
Ufuk Güldemir  İnterstar 25.000 
Mehmet Barlas Zaman 25.000 
Reha Muhtar Show TV 25.000 
Savaş Ay Yeni Yüzyıl, ATV 20.000 
Rauf Tamer Sabah 15.000 
Source: Kuva-yı Medya, 1998, quoted in: Yildirim, 2005.21 

                                                           
18 Board Member in all affiliates of Dogan Yayin Holding. 
19 CEO of Milliyet Newspaper and Board Member in Dogan Holding. 
20 Board member of ANS, affiliated by Dogan Yayin Holding. 
21 These are not mere earnings of media managers. It may be accounted that the transfer moneys and some in 
kinds. For example, when journalist and media manager Fatih Altaylı was leaving from the former holding 
(Dogan Group) and going to the Ciner Group have taken a huge transfer money, plus a watch which costs almost 
110.000 €, plus share in a group company. (Esendemir, 2005).  
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The increasing pay gap between the chief editors or columnist (often they coexist)22 and the 
lower staff was an important development in the transformation process. The traditional 
employment patterns too influenced the process of the restructuration of media firms. The 
flexible employment is becoming a norm in the sector. De-unionisation, short term contracts, 
outsourcing, gentleman agreements23 are the main instrument of this new employment 
structure. Flexible employment which was used to be a structural model for media for a long 
time, is today a concrete model in Turkish media sector24. 

Now, I want to talk about a very important issue in the transformation process of the Turkish 
media, liquidation of trade union in this sector… 

 

Liquidation of  trade union in Turkish media sector 

Journalist’s Union of Turkey (TGS, Türkiye Gazeteciler Sendikasi) was the uniqe 
organization of almost all media professionals in the sector till 1990s (mostly of the press), 
have been marginalized in the beggining of 1990s.  The critical turn in the liquidation of trade 
union is experienced in the process of collective bargaining between the union and Turkish 
Newspaper Owners Trade Union (Türkiye Gazete Sahipleri Sendikasi)25.  

In this process begin in 20 August 1990, a trade dispute happened between two sides and 
trade union have gone on strike on 9 November 1990 in Milliyet, Tercüman and Cumhuriyet 
Newspapers. As a reaction to this initiative, owner of Milliyet Newspaper which was the 
president of the Turkish Newspaper Owners Trade Union have locked out and he separated 
the technical departments of newspaper and outsource them to his non-media firms in 1991. 
This event was a critical turn of the liquidation of the trade union and as its logical result, 
dissapearing the job security of media professionals rapidly. As Asli Tunc said; 

After this operation, all media owners ‘forced all their employees to sign a clause 
(No. 1475, Labour Act) of the law governing relations between employers and 
employees, instead of clause 212 (Act on Labour-Management Relations in the 
Press) of the same law that grants special benefits to journalists, such as early 
retirement and high minimum wages’. (Quoted from Ozsever, 2004).  Clause 
1475 basically reduced all journalists to the level of ordinary labourers and 
invalidated the privilege of being a journalist.  

                                                           
22 The increasing of columnists is a very important phenomenon in the transformation of Turkish media. The 
number of columnist have been oddly increasing. By 16 August 2006, there are almost 250 columnist in biggest 
three newspapers (Hurriyet: 140, Sabah: 51, Zaman: 51) in Turkish media. Naturally, the column is a more 
suitable instrument for the ideological manipulation than the news. Anyway when the truth was not necessary, 
then you could use the other ways to say something to suit… (see Esendal, 2002; Bali, 2002; Aydinoglu, 2004, 
Adakli, 2006: 308-15). 
23 Gentleman agreements which was contracted between media owners mean that if one media professional fired 
from one firm, the other part of agreement would not employ this person in any condition. 
24 Klinenberg (2005) use the term “phase of flexible accumulation” for this new structure and according to him, a 
result of the synergy of different media interest is that the media companies becoming flexible producer: “Metro 
News also uses each brand of its operation to produce content for several media at once, and its company into a 
flexible producer.” In this new phase, Klinenberg use the term flexible laborer for journalists: “journalists have 
to become flexible laborers, reskilled to meet demands from several media at once.” 
25 The liquidation process’s alert was Asil Nadir’s, a Cypriot businessman who owned about one third of the 
Turkish print media at this time, declaring bankruptcy in a severe financial crisis. Almost 1.000 journalists lost 
their jobs and as many were left without pay for several months. This incident has been encouraged the 
newspaper owners. 
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In this process, the best assistants of Aydin Dogan were the top editorial staff. As a result of 
the process, union began to fade away in almost whole media sector in Turkey. Consequently, 
in 1980s, Rupert Murdoch’s liquidation operation of the union power with the —mutual— 
support of Margaret Thatcher as a special friend in UK, bears resemblance to Aydin Dogan’s 
operation on the trade union in Turkey in 1990s with the active support of Turgut Ozal. 
Besides, there are more similararities these two events. Top managers of newspapers played a 
pivotal role in this liquidation process. In British experience, editors of The Sun (Kelvin 
McKenzie) and The Sunday Times (Andrew Neil), owned by Murdoch, “successfully 
completed a major test of macho management” (Tunstall, 1997b) 

Thus, the trade union in media sector has been sent away from the press, didn’t have a right to 
exist in the other subsectors like broadcasting in 1990s.  

Today, union membership rate is very low in media sector. Certainly this situation is a turning 
to green of the seeds planted by Ozalism, namely Turkish neoliberalism. Liquidation of trade 
union from the sector, created a rose garden without torn for the media owners. As a matter of 
fact, there was no collective organisation to defend the thousands of employees which were 
fired from media in February 2001 crisis.  

 

An odd discipline method of Turkish media manager: Omerta Law 

Traditional journalistic values were deeply challenged by senior executives who committed 
themselves to the big capital and, naturally, its idea of profit maximisation. The contest was 
fought over in the employment policy and the discourse on both the news and the columns.  

To sum up, there is a higher rate of labour force mobilisation in media sector than the others, 
job security is almost absent and these bad conditions have been cause the media 
professionals would lost their critical attitudes which is the most powerful gun for their job.  

As the media integrated with the other sectors, there occured a “world of secrets” which 
should never be publicized. This is a dramatic change for a sector which was producing the 
public knowledge. This change created a new peculiar rule for the employment structure: 
Omertà Law… As you know, omertà is a popular attitude, common in areas of Italy where the 
Mafia is strong, that implies never collaborating with the police. It can be intended also as a 
vow of silence among mafiosi. A common definition is the ‘law of silence’.  

One of the efficient punishment methods of the “media mafia” as a key editor implied, the 
person who was talking about their corporate secrets, would never find a job in the media 
labour market... We are faced with a real contradiction: A sector which should produce public 
knowledge, have become to retreat from this main objective…26  

Because of these secrets of the media sector (although they have public offerings or they are 
trading on the stock market which provided some data on the holding’s business attitudes), it 
is almost impossible to collect real data about, for example the number of employees, their job 
statue, wages, etc. most of employees are employed by an outsource firm or subcontractor. 
The employees of the independent production companies which was the rising star of the new 
media architecture, may be the worse example for employee’s rights and data lack. They are 
employed only for a serial session without social security, health care, etc. Moreover, while 

                                                           
26 As a South African Newspaper, The Witness’s editor Reggie Khumalo said “journalism has lost its social 
cause. Whereas it used to be about making a difference, it is now about getting rich” (Quoted from Steyn and 
Steyn, 2003) 
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celebrities who parts role in this serials earn huge amounts of money27, workers behind the 
scene don’t have even a basic health security in the workplace. 

Now, I want to sum up the transformation of media worker’s and managerial positions by two 
tables: 

 

Table 5: Transformation of employment and employees in Turkish media 

 old New 

mode of employment staff freelance flexible 
type of production artisan-like factory-like 
wages rates between employees little difference the gap28 
Independence relative autonomy depended on holding interest 
job security relative security by law and union totally insecure 
control over her/his product Relatively yes Absent (alienation to her/his labour) 
Unionisation large scale very narrow scale 
İdeological orientation public minded, collectivist, leftist individiualist, neoliberal 
Class consciousness solidarity Competition 
Skills skilled deskilled (new technology, etc) 

 

Table 6: Transformation of management and managers in Turkish media  

 old New 
Wages average Astronomic (not only wages, also other 

earnings) 
sectional functions editorial editorial and business 
relation with news sources relative hands-off intimate relations 
relations with owners contradictory intimate, row in the same boat 
social life / lifestyle not visible in the public,  visible everywhere, luxury 
Social class position Middle class Upper class, collective capitalist29 

 

Conclusion 

While the ownership structure has transformed in Turkish media sector since 1980s, the 
employment and management patterns have also changed. One of the most important 
consequences of this transformation, undermining of the common perception that the media 
produces the public service. Additionally the traditional journalism values and ethics were 
becoming inessential.  

New management idea which sees the media not as a public service necessity, is a powerful 
trend in Turkish media sector today. To sum up, the media sector has displayed an inclination 
to expand and consolidate in the 1980s and 1990s where neoliberal policies were 
implemented at the global scale and thus became an important space for big capital groups. 

As a close follower of global media capital, the Turkish media capital attempts to reinforce 
the managerial positions of the media holdings which are mostly family companies, 
enhancing standardisation and professionalisation and if possible, achieving an integration 

                                                           
27 For example, an independent production company named Yagmur Ajans, pay for a famous actress Hande 
Ataizi 26 billion YTL (almost £100.000) for one part of a new serial (Sev Kardesim). But, if a set designer who 
is working for the same serial get sick, they would not be taken away an hospital. (interview with a set worker) 
28 Recently a newspaper’s executive editor started a reward-punishment system for their journalists. According 
to this implementation, a journalist who was making “good news” would be rewarded with a cash prize, and a 
journalist who was making “bad news” would levy a fine (money penalty). (Medyatava, 19 August 2006) 
29 Some of media managers are members of TUSIAD (Turkish Industrialists' and Businessmen's Association), 
the biggest class organisaton of Turkish capitalists. One of them is Nuri Colakoglu, which was a leftist activist in 
1970s’ (see, 20 Ocak 2001, Hurriyet) 
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with the foreign markets. Yet, there exists serious obstacles and limits against the 
achievement of those objectives for a peculiar capitalist formation such as Turkey. 

It is always possible to argue more and provide more empirical information about the 
relationship between neoliberalisation process and the structural transformation of the Turkish 
media industry However, the scope of this presentation was limited to drawing the basic 
framework and headlines of the process. Undoubtedly, there is need for further and deeper 
research that focuses on the political and ideological consequences of neoliberalisation and 
the transformation of the media industry through comparative and cross-country analysis. 
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